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Welcome Message
Dear Colleagues,
It is our honor to introduce to you the Third Ditan International Conference on Infectious Diseases (3rd DICID),
which will be held on 30 July–2 August 2009 in Beijing, China. With the success of the 2nd DICID, we aim to
facilitate the development of scientiﬁc research and clinical practices in the ﬁeld of infectious diseases in China
to a next height, by putting together a very dynamic and stimulating program.
The theme of this year’s conference is “World Dialogue on Infectious Diseases”. China is amongst the largest
countries in the world, in terms of area, population, and impact to other countries, implying more effort,
resources and innovative technology are needed in China for combating the battle between human beings and
infectious diseases. For this reason, this 4-day conference are planned to provide an excellent international
platform for knowledge sharing and discussion on the most recent advances in the ﬁeld of infectious diseases.
Through this kind of constructive “World Dialogue”, we believe that the differences in the views and practices
in infectious diseases ﬁeld between China and the rest of the world can be bridged.
With the participation of a large panel of renowned experts from within and outside China, you will have the
opportunity to attend sessions which reﬂect cutting edge of scientiﬁc research, improved standards of clinical
practice, and global technical advancements. The conference will also complemented by industrial-supported
satellite symposia and exhibition, making it a noteworthy event for all fellows and professionals in the ﬁeld.
Participating in the 3rd DICID provides you as well a wonderful opportunity to visit this fascinating city – Beijing
– the host city of the Olympic Games 2008; and a city combined with historical and fashionable elements. You
will be delighted by discovering the charms behind this city and the long-lasting memory it leaves to you. We
sincerely look forward to welcoming you to Beijing for the 3rd DICID!
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